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Gaining an understanding of a pollinator’s life

through the 3D coding game
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The students will be able to demonstrate the process a pollinator goes through when 

collecting nectar and pollen, the purposes of nectar and pollen, and the culminating result 

of a hybrid flower based on the pollen collected by the pollinators by designing a comic 

strip, using their gained knowledge to play a 3D pollination coding game, and creating a 

hypothetical new flower based on the pollen collected in the game.

CCSS Standards Practiced and/or Met Through this Lesson: 

 RL.1.2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate 

understanding of their central message or lesson

 RL.1.7 Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, 

setting, or events

 RI.1.3  Describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or 

pieces of information in a text.

 RF.1.4  Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support 

comprehension

 W.1.3  Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events 

using effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event 

sequences

 SL.1.4  Describe people, places, things, and events with relevant details, 

expressing ideas and feelings clearly

OBJECTIVE
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While this lesson has enough unique and interactive components to hold the attention of 

even the most distracted students in your class for 90 minutes, it can easily be broken 

into two separate 45 minute lessons by completing the readings and comic strips in the 

first class and the Robiis game with the hybrid flower the next day.  If you do divide the 

lesson, make sure to keep the comic strips available so the pairs of students can reevalu-

ate their work and add or change details to demonstrate their gained knowledge after 

playing the Robiis game.

TIME

 Poster with key academic vocabulary

 Poster with two different colored flowers, a flower with a combination of those colors, 

and a large colored bee printout glued to a popsicle stick as a puppet

 Poster with example comic strip telling a story OR draw one with the students as they 

invent it.

 Grade level, differentiated reading materials available on each one of the four focused 

pollinators: nectar bats, hummingbirds, butterflies, and bees. 

 Comic strip templates

 Colored pencils

 Enough Robiis robots and phones to have one per small group plus 10 hexagonal tiles 

per group

 At least 12 ”Pollen” dust balls in different colors per 10 tile group

 At least 8 ”Nectar” chips to collect per 10 tile group

 Color printed, real pictures of the pollinators that the students can read about.  Put a 

piece of adhesive tape (found in any Office Depot, Joanne’s, etc) on the back so that they 

can stick to the shells of the robot!

 Flower outline

 Paint options that match the ”pollen” dust ball colors

 Paint brushes, plates for paint, water cups

MATERIALS NEEDED



This lesson is intended to be used after the students have already been introduced to the 

idea of pollination, how seeds travel, and how plants grow.  Its intended audience is 1st-

3rd grade, but could easily be adapted for older grade levels.  The lesson is also intended 

to be used by students already familiar with how to code with Robiis robots.

If there is space in your classroom, the easiest way to make a smooth transition from the 

comic strip activity to the Robiis game is to lay out the tiles for each small group or pair of 

students on their desks before the lesson begins and have the students complete the 

comic strip on the floor with clipboards.

 Pollen – the dust accidentally collected by the pollinators (fingers dancing for dust, 

”whoops” symbol for accidentally

 Pollinators – the insects, humans, wind or water that takes pollen from one flower to 

the next (flying motion for insects, wind –blow, water –waves)

 Nectar – sweet liquid reward inside the flower (lick lips, rub tummy, say: “Mmmm)

LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

Review the academic vocabulary with a GLAD strategy poster1

 Show poster with flowers.  Use the bee puppet to demonstrate how a pollinator (make 

sure the students are saying the definition, sound, and motion for pollinators when you 

use the word) travels from one flower to the next collecting nectar –their food (make 

sure the students say the definition for nectar and make the motion/sound).  

 ”When pollinators visit flowers, they accidentally collect pollen on their body 

(definition/sound/motion for pollen).”

”Today we are going to use illustrations and details in a story to describe
its characters, setting, or events. (CCSS RL.1.2 and RL.1.7)  A pollinator
has a very interesting story and a very important job that it does not
even know it is doing!”
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Show example comic strip OR make one up with your students.  How does the comic strip 

tell a whole story?  How did you decide what to include and what not to include on your 

poster?  Make sure to point out “speech bubbles”, what they are, and why they are used in 

comic strips!

 They must take turns

 They may only use the colored pencil handed to them that they also used to write their 

name with

 They must include three important details from their reading into their comic strip

 They must include the vocabulary words –pollen, nectar, flower in sentences in their 

comic strip

 ”Sometimes, pollinators visit different flowers and when they do, the pollen can drop off 

and help the flower make a new and sometimes different flower!”

 Ask the students to turn and talk to their partner –why does the flower need the polli-

nators help?  Why can’t they make their own new flowers?  Why would they want to make 

new flowers?

 After collecting some answers and writing them down, continue to the comic strip. 

Review the academic vocabulary with a GLAD strategy poster3

Have partners choose a pollinator out of the bag –take the magnet back 
and give them an info sheet to read on their pollinator.  If you have 
differentiated reading materials, choose who gets which pollinator.

Show the students the comic strip expectation poster.4
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Share out a few comic strips.  Ask students for constructive peer 
feedback.  Specifically what they liked about the comic strip and why, 
something new they learned from the comic strip, a retell of the 
pollinators day based on the comic strip presented, or if the pair of 
students accidentally left an expectation out of their comic strip.
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 Remind students how to program the robot using a smartphone and how to think 

through the entire pathway before hitting the ”run” button.

 When the Robiis robot reaches a flower successfully, you get to pick up the ”nectar” chip 

and keep it at your home base.  You pick up one ”pollen” dust ball and stick it to your shell.  

You may only have two pollen dust balls on your shell at all times.  If you visit a third 

flower, you must drop off one of the pollen dust balls that you have already collected in 

order to pick up a new color –just like a real pollinator! 

Ask students to gather around one of the set-up Robiis games so that 
you can demonstrate how the game is played.  Each pair can have their 
own set of tiles or two teams can play on the same tiles.  
**This is a great adaptation if you do not have a set of 10 tiles for each pair of students.  

    It is also intriguing to watch as two Robiis’ pollinators may go for the same flower!
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After they have read the info sheet with their partner, they can draw their 
comic strip based on how their pollinator collects nectar/pollen.  When 
students say they are done, ask them to mentally check off everything 
on the expectation poster and/or add more details from their reading 
into the comic strip.
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Now would be a great time to stop the lesson and pick up during the next class
if you do not have time to finish!

 Each time a new flower is reached, the next student will be in charge of programming

Call students back to review the Robiis expectation poster:9



 You are not allowed to grab the phone out of anyone’s hand or program for them.  You 

need to use your words to help and support.

 You are only allowed to pick up your pollinator robot if it goes off the tiles and onto the 

desk and then you must put it back on the closest tile.  Otherwise, you need to use coding 

to turn the robot around!

 You may only have two pollen dust balls on your shell at all times

 Your goal is to collect as many nectar chips as you can in the time available!

 It is fun and interesting to not give the students any other directions other than they 

need to work together and may only use those two colors.  The results are fascinating!

Hand out the pollinator to the groups based on which pollinator 
they read about.  They should stick it on the top of the shell of their robot.  
Give students at least 20 minutes to play.
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Before you call time, make sure that each group has two different colored 
pollen dust balls attached to their shell.
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Call time, collect robots and phones, ask students to detach tiles and put 
them in a pile.
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Ask students which colored pollen they collected and give them those 
two colors to paint their new hybrid flower with.

14

Hand out flower outline, plates, paintbrushes, and water cups.13

Have students walk around and see each other’s’ creations!15

Revisit comic strip –add new details, ideas to order of events16



 You can also use one of these questions as an exit ticket to assess each individual on 

their learned knowledge. 

Share out and reflection – does your comic strip accurately demonstrate 
the events that take place when a pollinator collects nectar from flowers?  
Why or why not?  How was your Robiis robot pollinator different and/or 
similar to a real pollinator?  How was your painted, hybrid flower different 
and/or similar to what really happens when a pollinator visits more than 
one different colored flower? 
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EXAMPLE ROBIIS SET-UP FOR GAME

Nectar chip

Flower

Pollen dust ball



ANTS

INSECT DESCRIPTIONS 1

Ants can help your garden through 

pollination.  They carry pollen from 

one �ower to another as they collect 

nectar.  

Ants have three body parts and six 

legs.

Ants also eat other insects that can 

hurt your garden, like aphids.

BUCKEYE BUTTERFLY

Butter�ies are pollinators.  They carry 

the pollen from one �ower to another 

as they collect nectar.  They help the 

�owers grow new seeds.

Butter�ies have three body parts and 

six legs.

The “Buckeye” spots on their wings 

help scare away animals that want to 

eat them.

CATERPILLAR

Caterpillars eat leaves ALL day.  They 

eat for 3 to 4 weeks until that start to 

change into butter�ies. 

There are many di�erent types of 

caterpillars, but all caterpillars have 6 

REAL legs and 12 eyes!



DADDY LONGLEGS

INSECT DESCRIPTIONS 2

Daddy longlegs are NOT spiders OR 

insects!  They have three body parts 

like insects, but they have eight legs 

like other spiders.

They trap and eat garden insects that 

can hurt plants.

ELEPHANT STAG BEETLE

Elephant Stag Beetles are the largest 

beetle that lives on the ground.

They eat dead wood and help to 

make healthy soil.  They do not eat 

live plants.

Elephant Stag Beetles can live up to 

seven years!  Beetles have 3 body 

parts and 6 legs.

Why do you think they are called an 

ELEPHANT Stag Beetle?



FIREFLY

INSECT DESCRIPTIONS 3

Fire�ies are a type of beetle that can 

�y. 

Fire�ies have 3 body parts and six legs.

Fire�ies can make a special light that is 

brighter than a light bulb!

Fire�ies eat worms, snails, and slugs.  

Worms help the soil but snails and 

slugs eat leaves in the garden.

Fire�ies also visit �owers and collect 

pollen.

GRASSHOPPER

Grasshoppers have six legs, three 

body parts, and four wings.

Grasshoppers make a loud noise by 

rubbing their back legs together.

Grasshoppers eat leaves and grass.

Photo Credit: Wikipedia (https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=4688581/)



HORNET

INSECT DESCRIPTIONS 4

Hornets have three body parts, six 

legs, and four wings.

Hornets eat fruit and small insects. 

Hornets look like bees but do not 

make honey or collect nectar.

INCHWORM

Inchworms are not worms.  They are 

caterpillars.

Inchworms look like they have many 

legs, but they only have six.

Inchworms change into moths when 

they grow up. 

Inchworms eat leaves and fruit from 

plants.

JAPANESE BEETLE

Japanese beetles came from Japan 

but live all over the United States.

Japanese beetles have three body 

parts, six legs, and wings to �y. 

Baby Japanese beetles eat grass and 

the adults ONLY eat leaves.

Photcredit: Judy Gallagher (www.�ickr.com/photos/52450054@N04/14156479924/)

Photo Credit: Chris Sorge (https://www.�ickr.com/photos/stone65/9459691306/)
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